Danish Social Innovation Club

WE'RE HIRING VOLUNTEERS!

The perks

- Expand your professional network inside and outside DANSIC
- Socializing together over casual pizzas, Friday bars, Christmas lunches, etc.
- Access to an office venue at Station in Frederiksberg
- A recommendation letter from the DANSIC Board for your CV and/or Linkedin
- Use DANSIC for your own professional and personal growth

Be our next HR Executive!

WHO ARE WE?
DANSIC is a non-profit organization that explores the opportunities and challenges of social innovation and entrepreneurship. This year we are working on bringing together the idea of art as a product of recycled materials.

As a volunteer in DANSIC, you will be part of an ambitious group of volunteers from various universities, nationalities and professional backgrounds, all caring about sustainability and social innovation.

DANSIC’S HR CREW
The HR department at DANSIC plays a crucial role in ensuring the functioning of the organization both at the operational and strategic level, helping us maintain a balance between professionalism and fun. Here at DANSIC, HR is the glue of the organization, bringing together the volunteers through processes of socialization and culture building.

Our HR Executive is in charge of creating a vision and leading their HR team to realize it whether this involves planning the onboarding of volunteers or designing social activities to create strong social ties among them.
We’re looking for someone who...

- Is interested in gaining experience leading a team of HR volunteers
- Can motivate the volunteers of DANSIC and wants to develop their social and professional skills – as well as their own
- Currently is a Bachelor’s / Master’s student or a recent graduate
- Would like to support social innovation, art and sustainability
- Is able to attend the weekly meeting in your crew every Tuesday evening
- Can undertake some ad hoc tasks during the week
- Can be a part of DANSIC from fall 2021 until late spring 2022, when our Annual General Meeting will be held (this is a must!)

Responsibilities

(INCLUDE BUT AREN’T LIMITED TO)

- Developing an HR strategy together with the board
- Promoting DANSIC to potential volunteers and recruiting them
- The chance to run the HR crew in your own innovative way
- Participate in DANSIC-led excursions
- Planning and facilitating internal workdays, competence development and social events

READY TO JOIN? EMAIL US!

Send an email to INFO@DANSIC.ORG with the subject line “HR Executive”, where you tell us in a few lines why you want to be a part of DANSIC. Please also attach your CV and LinkedIn profile.

Applicants will be invited on an ongoing basis for a friendly interview until the position is filled, so apply as soon as possible!